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12 This is where all snakebites
need to be treated
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14 Papua New Guinea's most
dangerous venomous snake
16 Acquire a first aid skill
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9 A large colourful venomous
snake found only in New
Guinea
11 Some minor insect bites or
stings cause this
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8 A common place to
encounter venomous snakes
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18 Something to carry to avoid
snakebites at night
21 Number of times a snake has
to bite someone to kill them
22 Something to do in your
village to discourage snakes
from living there
23 Small biting insect that lives
in colonies
26 Go quickly
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Bites and stings in PNG
Across
1 What happens if you get too
close to a snake
5 Abbreviation for correct
snakebite firstaid
7 What a bee does
10 Leaving this lying around can
provide snakes with a home
13 Short snake with a diamondshaped head
15 Large venomous snake that
is very uncommon
17 A snake-like aquatic animal
that can bite
19 Snakes often hide in this sort
of grass
20 Big non-venomous snake
22 A pet that sometimes
catches snakes
24 Something a snake does
with its tongue
25 These health workers are at
the frontline of treating rural
snakebites
27 Small creatures with
skeletons outside their
bodies
31 Always carry these to use for
snakebite firstaid
33 Beautiful but deadly marine
fish
36 Small blood-sucking
arachnid

37 If a snake bites you, this may
happen to you
39 Sea snakes come to the
surface, take a breath and
then do this in order to find
food
41 A special tooth that
venomous snakes have

28 Large aquatic reptiles that
are dangerous
29 One essential criteria of
eﬀective firstaid
30 Marine stinger
31 Form of traditional snakebite
treatment based on African
myths
32 Treatment for snake or spider
bites
34 Eight-legged arachnid

42 Distress signal

35 Risk

43 Impending danger

38 Jellyfish use tentacles to do
this to their prey

44 All antivenoms should have
this done before they are
used to treat people for the
first time
45 Fish with a dangerous tail
46 Bites and stings should be
treated as one of these
47 Essential medicines for
treating snakebites
Down
2 Life-saving transport for sick
people
3 Many people still travel to
hospital using one of these
motor vehicles
4 Abbreviation for Emergency
Department
5 They say that this is better
than any cure
6 This is what a snake or
spider does, but not a bee or
jellyfish
7 Limbless reptiles

40 An activity that might see
you encounter a snake
42 Sharp barb on the back of
some venomous fish

